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On the basis of various and recent research studies* it is apparent
that highway designers must become more concerned with toe relationship
between highway design and traffic bahavioro An excellent example of
current interest in highway design is the design of acceleration and
deceleration lanes* In order to obtain maximum efficiency and safety in
the operation of acceleration and deceleration lanes, as well as for the
main facility, it is necessary to relate the design of these special
lanes to the requirenents and desires of drivers,. Drivers leaving a
highway at an interchange usually neod to reduce spsed vian leaving*
On the other hand, drivers entering a highway at an intersection n*ed
to accelerate in order to reach the desired speed of the traffic on the
main facilityo Whenever this deceleration or acceleration by exiting
or entering traffic takes place on the traveled way of the main highway*
it disrupts the smooth flow of the through traffic and is hazardous^
Thus, in order to minimize undesirable friction, maximum, use should be
:nade of acceleration and deceleration lanesa
Acceleration and deceleration lanes should be used, preferably,
for the entire acceleration and declaration phase by vehicles entering
or leaving the through traffic lane* Each such acceleration and
deceleration lane should be of sufficient width and length to enable a
driver to maneuver his vehicle onto it without a major change in speed
and, once on it, to make the necessary change between the spaed of operation
on the main facility and the lower speed on the interchange rampo The

cptdLaaaa ccaditicns of operation &r an acceleration lane is to have
acceleration lane traffic accelerate en the acceleration lane and merge
at approximately the earns direction of travel and at the same speed into
through, lane traffic* That for the deceleration lane is to have
deceleration lane traffic leave the through lane at about the sac* direction
of travel ae through lane traffic and at the same speed* with all
deceleration taking place in the deceleration lane* There are no specific
warrants for the use of acceleration and deceleration lanes as there are
many factors to be considered such as speeds, traffic volume p capacity,
type of highway, accident experience, ate*,, but acceleration and
deceleration lanes are definitely warranted at intersections on all highway
facilities which carry high traffic volumes at high speeds*
Acceleration and deceleration lane design varies very significantly
from state to stateo Sons states follow the standards set forth in the
manual, "A Policy on Geometric Design of Rural Highways" by the Anerican
Association of State Highway Officials* Other states have developed
their own standards, using the "AASHO" manual as a guide*
The State Highway Commission cf Indiana has used several designs
fear acceleration and deceleration lansc* The parallel lane type of
acceleration lane was initially adopted as a standard;, This design
consisted of a full width lans 350 foot long plus 400 feat of taperj thie
design was constructed at several locations* Later toe length ofthe
parallel acceleration lanes was chang3d to 250 feet of full width with 250
feet of taper*
A few years later the direct taper type of acceleration lane was
adopted in order to correct a tendenqy for entering traffic to move into
the through lane toe quickly. This latter acceleration lane desigi used
a 750 foot taper* More xeoently a standard acceleration lane having 50 tl

taper was adopted,, This design is similar to one described in "Traffic
Behavior on Freewaye% Highway Research Board Bulletin 235«
Adopted standards for the state of Indiana for deceleration lans»
have also included the parallel lane type and the direct taper type*. One
design used a taper from zero (0) to twelve (12) foot lane vddth in 250
feet a followed by 50 feet of tangent and 190 foot of curve c The exit nose
in this design is offset 12 fest from the through lane edge and has 360
feet of recovery* A second design utilizes a continuous radius curve* A
third design has a taper followed by a curve and a fourth design uses a
straight taperc
This research study on the use of acceleration-deceleration lanes
when completed will provide a factual background regarding traffic behavior
as affected by acceleration and deceleration lane geometry©
The purposes of this research arsj
L> To determine the spaed and lateral placement of vehicles on
various designs of acceleration and deceleration lanas on high
type fadlitieso
2« To correlate acceleration and decoration lane designs with
traffic behavior and driver requirements and determine the
acceleration and deceleration lane design or designs which provide
the most efficient and safest operationo
This paper deals only with the progress obtained to date in this
research study* It describes the results obtained on two study locations*
the Indiana Toll Road and Interstate 65 in the vicinity of the city of
Lebanon*
ttofoods of CcjflegttoP Pa&&
The data for this study were obtained by the use of motion
picture techniques using a lonsa motion picture catosrao .Grid lines were

establishsed at a particular location by placing transversa paii;t lines an
the pavement, ae was done at the interchange of Interstate 65 with SR 39
or by using a two by twelve foot board covered with white adhesive tapeo
In the later case a movie was taken with the board placed at each grid
line location. These grid lines were placed perpendicular to the center
line of the acceleration and deceleration lanes at specific locations*
The filming was done from a vantage point* ueually from the overpast
over the main facility at the int<ar-changao The traffic operations on the
acceleration and deceleration lanes wera recorded on film by use of the
lion motion picture earnest The film was then analyzed by projecting it
through a tiae-tuotion study projector (see Figure Do The projector can
be stopped for "still" or single frame viewing and a frame counter and
push-button control allows manipulation of individual frames and the
determination of specific data on speeds or lateral placemento
A grid was also traced on the screen to the same relative scale as
that which was placed on the pavement*. The vehicle speeds at various
locations on the acceleration and deceleration lanes were computed by use
of the grid system by determining the distance traveled in a time which
wae obtained from the number of frames each vehicle traveled between the
two grid lineso
The lateral placement of vehicles on the acceleration-deceleration
lanes were aleo traced by using the grid syateno The speeds of through
traffic at various locations on the main facility were obtained by use
of a radar matero
Erpcpdujre. .finjL RQflflfr?
The research study to date has been conducted en two different
designs of acceleration laros and two cf deceleration laneso
, .
One of the acceleration lane types etudied was on the Indiana Toll
Road* A typical design of this type is shown in Figure 2*
The length of the acceleration lane at this interchange was 893
feet from the edge of the curb to the intersection with the right edge of
the through lane* A shoulder, which is paved but of different color
,
separates the acceleration lane and the through lane for a distance of
265 feet* This distance varies for different locatlone of acceleration
lanes on the Toll Roado Beyond this point of separation the acceleration
lane is an extra lane with a 52:1 straight taper from a width of 12 feet
to feet in a distance of 627 feefco
Five locations were studied of this t^pe of acceleration lanes on
the Indiana Toll Road* Bach location exhibited certain special character-
istics end each will he discussed separately*
One of these locations is at tha Middlsbury Interchange for west
bound traffic (Figure 3)o The acceleration lane meets the through lano
on a straight tangent at this interchange*
The 85th percantile speed of cars at station 0*00 oa the
acceleration lane was h& nspbo The 85th percentile speed of through traffic
within the area of conflict between the acceleration Ian© and through lane
traffic - the area from about station 3*00 to station 8*00 - was 69 raphe
The majority of acceleration lane traffic, naneiy 79«6£» merged into the
through lanes at an 85th percentile speed of 56 aspa between station 3+00
and 4+00© The speed differential between the though lane traffic and
the acceleration lane traffic in this area is approximately 13 mph (69~56)o
This speed differential is eignificanto
A snail percentage, nsraBly lo$# of the vehicles, merged into the
through lano between station 5*00 and 6+00 at an 85th percentile speed of

51 mpho This small percentage of cars made use of a longer distance of
acceleration lam yet they merged at lower speeds than those at the
previous indicated locations© The reasons for this are either that these
cars had to slow down due to conflicts xvith through traffic or that these
drivers hesitated before merging due to inexperience of driving on high
type facilities or not understanding the proper usage of acceleration lanes*
The percentage of the observed cars that stopped on this acceleration lane
before merging was only 1$^ a very small percentage » but still too manyo
A second acceleration lane studied was at the Gary East Interchange
for east bound traffic (Figure 4)» The acceleration lane meets the through
lanes on a slight horizontal cux-ve to the lefto
The 85th percentile speed of acceleration lane traffic at station
0+00 was 58 mpho The 85th percentile speed of through traffic within the
area of conflict was 64 mpho
Moat of the acceleration lane traffic^ 3±ol% merged into the
through lanes at an 85th percentile speed of 63 mph between stations 3*00
and 4+O0-, The speed differential between the through lane traffic and
acceleration lane traffic at this point was one mph (64«o3)« This res
approaches the optimum, conditions of operation for acceleration lanes as
the acceleration lare traffic merges in approximately the same direction
of travel and at the same epaad as the through lane traffico
A very email parcsntage of acceleration lane traffie, lo3£«
merged between station 4+00 «* 5+00 at an 85th percentile speed of 54 apho
This speed is considerably less (nine mph) than the speed at which
acceleration lans traffic merged at the previous location* The reasons
for this condition are the same as those previously stated for the preceding
acceleration lanso No cars stopped on this acceleration lar»

The third acceleration lane of this type studied wag at the
Chesterton-Valparaiso Interchange for vest bound traffic (Figure 5)o The
acceleration lane meets the through lane on a slight horizontal right
curve o
The 85th percentile speed of acceleration lane traffic at station
0*00 was 57 raphe The 85th percentila speed of through traffic vrlthia the
area of conflict was 67 nph*
The highest proportion, 51»$£ of acceleration lane traffic, merged
between stations 4*00 and 5*00 at an 85th percentile speed of 61 raphe. Only
Qo9$ of acceleration lane traffic crossed over the paired shoulders and
merged between station 0*00 and 1*00 at an 85th percentile speed of 66mpa
and lo9# c2id the sans thing between station 1+00 and 2+00 at an 85tfe
percentile speed of 63^ho
The speed differential between the 85th percentile speed of
through traffic and the average 85th percentile speed of all acceleration
lane traffic as it merged into the through lane was about 3 mph (67-64)
«
This result again approaches the optimum condition of operation of
acceleration lanes from the speed point, of view as acceleration lane traffic
speed is approximately the same as through traffic speed* Of all
acceleration lane traffic 3*6$ stopped on this acceleration lane*
The west bound acceleration lane at the IePci-fce Interchange
(Figure 6) was also studied* The acceleration lana meets the through lane
on a horizontal curve to the right and on the upgrade portion of a vertical
curve*
The 35th percentile speed of acceleration lans traffic at station
0*00 was 48 mph» The 85th percentile speed of through lane traffic within
the area of conflict was 66 saph*
The largest proportion, namely T5»Q% of acceleration lane traffic,
merged between station 3+00 - 4+00 at an 85th percentile spaed of 54 soph*
A very snail proportion, narasly 1»9# of acceleration lane traffic crossed
over the paved shoulder and merged between station 1+00 and 2+00 at an
85th percentile speed of 62 mph© This speed is higher than that of the
remaining acceleration lane traffic and this could be because those drivers
accelerated rapidly so that they could merge as soon as possible.* The
speed differential between tho 85th pwi riientAIe speed of through teaffic
and tho average 85th percentile speed of acceleration lane traffic as
it merged into the through lane was 12 cph (66~54)<> This speed differential
is significant* Of all observed cars, 3«6$ stopped on the acceleration
lane
Ths last acoelaratica lass of this t$rr& studied was the one for
west bound traffic at tho l&chigan City Interchange (Figure 7) e The
acceleration lans meets the through lane on a straight tangant and en the
down-grade portion <stf a vertical curva*.
The 85th percentile speed of acceleration lane traffic at station
Q+00 y&9 54 sgxh« The 85th percentile speed of through lane traffic vd-thln
the area of conflict was 67 mph©
The largest proportion, namely 51*99» of acceleration lane traffic^
merged between station 4+00 and 5+00 at an 85th percentile spaed of % agfco
The speed differential between the 85th percentile speed of through traffic
and the average 85th percentile speed of acceleration lane traffic as it
merged into the through lanes was 10 mph ( 67-57) ° This speed differential
5s significant* Of all observed cars, lo8% stopped on the acceleration
lanso
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The second type of acceleration lane studied is shown in Figure 8»
Two such designs studied are located in Interstate 65 at Iebanon at the
Interchange with SR 3>9-> Here the acceleration lanes are of the parallel
type having a full width lane 350 feet long plus 400 feet of tapero
Tiie acceleration lane for north bound traffic at this interchange
Figure 9
meets tha through lanes on a straight tangent/ The 85th percentile spsed
of acceleration lane traffic at station 0+00 was 42 mpho The 85th per-
centile speed of through lane traffic within the area of conflict was
66 mpho
Acceleration lane traffic ioargsd into the through lane for the
entire length of the acceleration lazi© and with no definite pattern© Ths
speed differential between the 85th percentile speed of through lam
traffic and tha average 85th percentile speed of acceleration lano traffic
ae it marged into the through lane was 19 b^xi (66-47) » This speed
differential is very significant and indicates clearly that thio type of
acceleration lane design is not being properly used by drivers at this
loeatione
Of all the cars using this acceleration lane, 9«3# came to a stop*.
This is a relatively high percentage and nsay be due to the fact that the
general public using these facilities is not properly inforaod as to the proper
>xa® of acceleration lanes©
A second study of acceleration lanes at this saras interchange but
of the acceleration lane for south bound traffio was also made (Figure 10) c
The*© the acceleration lane insets the through lane on a slight left curve*
The 8pth percentile speed on the acceleration lane at station
0+00 tag 44 apa*. The 85th percentile speed of through lane traffic within
the area of conflict was 66 aph«
Most (55*6$) of the acceleration lane traffic merged between
station 0*00 and 1*00 at an 85th percentile speed of 44 mph» This Indicates
that core than half of the acceleration lane traffic did not adequately use
the acceleration lane as they merged into the through lane as aoon as
possible after they passed the nose at too low a speed* The remainder of
acceleration lane traffic merged all along the remaining length of the
acceleration lane traffic with no definite pattern and at speeds much
lower than that of the through lane traffic*
The speed differential between the 85th percentile speed of through
traffic and the average 85th percentile speed of acceleration lane traffic
as it merged was 20 oph (66*46)0 Thi.3 speed differential is vexy significant
and indicates clearly again that for tills condition and type of design of
the acceleration lane
ff
drivers are not properly using the acceleration
laneo
A relatively high percentage - 10©7£ - of the cars stopped on this
acceleration lane before entering the through laneo
ffiftWiWretavn tango - Trifl &M
One of the deceleration lane types was on the Indiana Toll Road
and is as shown in Figure Ho The deceleration lane is 980 feet long* It
consists of 835 feet of straight taper connected to a 14p feet of off»
parallel lane by a 1 i/2 degree curve* For a distance of 575 feet the
deceleration lane is not separated from the through laneo After that it
is separated from the through lane by a solid white line for a distance
for 260 feeto Then a shoulder? which is paved but of a different colora
separates the deceleration and the through lane for the remaining 145
feeto
One of the deceleration lanes studied on the Indiana Toll Road
was for eastbound traffic at the Gary West Interchange (Figure 12) , There
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ths deceleration lane leaves the through lane on a straight tangento At
this location the median ie 20 feet wide with a raised barrier in the center
instead of the standard 50 foot wide iradian*
The 85th percentile speed of through traffic within the area of
conflict is 63 raphe This i3 scaewhat lower than the speed generally
encountered on the Indiana Toll Road and ie possibly due to the narrower
radian* The largest percentage , 43«5#e o£ deceleration lane traffic
diverged between station 5*00 and 4*00 at an 85th percentils speed of
69 ispho
Of all deceleration lane traffic p 13*9% crossed the solid white
line and diverged between station 3*00 and 2*00 at an 85th percentile
speed of ?0 raph and between station 2*00 and 1+00 an equal percentage
left at an 85th percentile speed of 71 mpho
A very snail percentage, namely Q3 9#s of deceleration lane traffic
diverged at an 85th percentils speed of 55 mph between station 6*00 and
5+00o This speed is slower than that of other deceleration lars traffic
and could be because the drivers hera involved started to decelerate
on the through lane before diverging isit© the deceleration lane*
The speed differential between the 85th percentile spaed of
through lane traffic and the average 35th percentile speed of deceleration
lane traffic as it diverged into the deceleration lans was mirms 7 mpa
(63«70)» In other words those diverging were travelling faster on the
average when they entered the deceleration lane than those vehicles which
remained in the through laneso This indicates that most of the
deceleration lam traffic did not start to decelerate until after it
diverged into the deceleration lane* This approaches the optimum condition
of operation of deceleration lanes as the deceleration lane traffic diverges
at about the speed of She facility*
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A second deceleration lane studied on the Toil Road was at the
Chesterton-Valparaiso Interchange* again for east bound traffic (Figure
13) e The deceleration lam here leaves the through lam on a slight
horizontal left curve© The 85th percentile spied of through traffic
-within the area of conflict is 69 mpho
Of all deceleration lane traffic j, £*3% diverged between station
5+00 and 4+00 at an 35th percentile speed of 63 mpho This spsed is almost
equal to that of the 85th percentile of through traffic and indicates
that these vehicles diverged first and then properly decelerated in tl®
deceleration lane
A small percentage » 3»7$ • of deceleration lane traffic crossed
over the paved shoulder and diverged between station 0+00 and -l+OO aft
an 85th percentile speed of 46 mpho This speed is lows? than that of
other observed deceleration lane traffic and this could be because these
drivers hesitated on the through lane and then mad© up their mind at the
last moment to leave at this intsrchange«
The spsed differential between the 85th percentile speed of the
through traffic and the average 85th percentile speed of the deceleration
lane traffic as it diverged into the deceleration laise was 14 mph (69-55)
»
This speed differential is significant and indicates that most of this
deceleration lane traffic started to decelerate on the through lane
before diverging into the deceleration lane*
Declaration lama - Interstate 65
The second type of deceleration lane studied is shown in £Lgurs 14«
Two lanes of this type are located on Interstate 65 at Lebanon at the
interChangs with SB. 39 o The deceleration lanes here have a taper free*
zero foot to 12 foot in a distance of 250 fest9 then have 50 feet of
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tangent followed by 190 feet of curVBo The exit nose is offset 12 feet
and has 360 feet of recovery. Near the exit nose there la a regulatory
i peed sign. Exit Speed 40*
One of the deceleration lanee studied at this interchange was for
south bound traffic (Figure 15) « The deceleration lane here leaves the
through lane on a straight tangent* The 85th percentile speed of through
lane traffic within the arsa of conflict was 67 £$ho
The 65th percentile speed of deceleration lane traffic at the noes
station 0+00 wa» 49 mpho This indicates that the majority of drivers
did not obey the signed speed of 40 mpho The najority,, 76o9#* of
deceleration lane traffic diverged between station 2*00 and :.>CO at an
85th percentile speed of 50 &$>ho
The speed differential between the 35th percentile speed of the
through lane traffic and the average 65th percentile speed of the decel-
eration lane traffic as it diverged into the deceleration line was Id mph
(67«»49)« ^i* spood differential is very significant and indicates clearly
that the drivers started to decelerate on the r:ain facility before they
diverged into the deceleration lane*
The second deceleration lane studied of this typo was for north
bound traffic at the scjae interchange (Figure 16) « The deceleration 2ans
leaves the through lane here on a slight right curves The 85th percentile
lac?
speed of through/traffio within the area of conflict was 63 Epho
The 85th percentile speed of the deceleration lane traffic at the
exit nose station 0+00 was 46 zepho Nearly all deceleration lane traffic
diverged between station 3+00 and 1+00 with 47*2$ diverging between
station 3+00 and 2*00 at an 85th percentile speed of 48 mph and 51<>9#
between 2+00 and 1+00 at an 85th percentile speed of 51 mpho
OfI yi MnIM 4m»mJ
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By comparing these results with those of the previous case. It is
evident that drivers diverge earlier for this lane but at about the saaa
85th percentile speeds* This could be due to the fact that this decel-
eration lam leaves the through lane en a curve to the right,, thus
causing drivers to diverge earlier than for the previous condition where
the deceleration lane left the through lane on a straight tanganto
The speed differential between the 85th percentile speed of the
through lana and the average 85th percentile speed of tha deceleration
lane traffic where it diverged was 18 aph (68«£0)» This speed differential
is very significant and indicates again that drivers start to cecsXsrate
on the rain facility before they diverge into the deceleration lane*
The traffic using the Indiana Toll Road is comprised mostly of
through traffic while that using Interstate 65 south of Labanon is asore
local traffic* It is very difficult, therefore, to correlate the traffic
behavior due to the possibly different types of drivers* Before this
research is completed, however, a comparison and correlation will be
attempted of traffic behavior on the various types of designs of
acceleration and deceleration lanes of high type facilities used by the
State S&gfcwey Cocsaioaicri sad on the Inrtfrim Tell Hoado
The results of traffic behavior on acceleration and deceleration
lanes reported in this paper show very clearly that:
a* A large number of the general public do not know how to
properly use acceleration and deceleration lanes* Thus9
for the most efficient and safest operation of traffic^
it is imperative that the driving public be better infonaed
on the proper use of acceleration and deceleration lanes*

.15 -
b« The data indicate that an optima design for acceleration
and deceleration lanes may be concerned in an important
manner with the horizontal and vertical curvatures of the
through lane at the location of the acceleration of decel-
eration lane So
Co The large differences in speed between acceleration or
deceleration lane traffic and that of the through lane
on Interstate 65 indicates that better designs are
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